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IDEAS THAT              BEND

IDEAS THAT BEND is the umbrella title for a series 
of collaborative interventions to take place at Cherry Road Day 
Centre. The term comes from our desire to create artworks that 
respond to, develop with, and grow around the people they are 
created for. Through our experience of working with people within 
the centre, we have come to realise that we need to work with 
materials, ideas and objects that are flexible and fluid - we want 
to work with things that open out, things that change, things that 
grow - heavy objects that clutter the room just don’t do it. WE 
WANT IDEAS THAT BEND  - we need to be able to play. We 
want to work in an open ended, responsive way, and we want to 
involve and include as many people as we can so the people that 
use the centre have ownership of what is produced and what is 
experienced. We have developed three artworks for potential  
development within the centre;

these 
three ideas,  

a l though seper-
ate,  a l l  inform one 
another,  and wi l l 

natural ly  f low 
into each 

other



the three projects for  
IDEAS THAT BEND





TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND

R E S E A R C H

The following is a list of artists/designers/collaborators we have looked at and 
drawn inspiration from to develop our TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND Proposal...

Andrea de la Concha
  Popkalab

  Christina Kubisch
 Studio PSK
      Zeitguised

  Helio OIticiia
     

Cildo Meireles
 Jane Hutton and Adrian Blackwell
              Buckminster fuller

Jair Strassschnow & Gitte Nygaard 



TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND

ANDREA DE LA CONCHA

Andrea de la Concha decribes herself as ‘a Visual & Ideas maker 
working in the fields of graphic design / art direction / visual ex-
perimentation & animation’. She creates a wide range of fun and 
engaging projects on her website but this one caught our eye:

ACTIVE OBJECTS
The idea progressed from stimulating everyday objects through 
animations, to making the animation be activated by a voice....so 
the man talking into the mic (right) activates movement in the  
pineapple portrait. A nice simple idea we thought could translate 
into a fun, interactive project in Cherry Road with service users 
and staff. Perhaps someone like Anne-Marie who enjoys slap-
stick comedy could activate pictures of people falling over.



TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND

P O P K A L A B

MELODISED PILLOW HAMMOCK 

The hammock designed by BLESS is repurposed to become a 
musical instrument and amplifier, the ultimate performance tool. 
The visitors can sit on the hammock and  “play it” by moving the 
large pillows up and down the ropes that the hammock is made 
of.

“We 
create  

expereinc-
es”

POPKALAB is a design research studio with a focus on innovation 
in the field of wearable technology. They are specialists in the 
field of electronic textiles and reactive garments for entertain-
ment and life style.
www.popkalab.com



TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND

P O P K A L A B

WEARABLE NARRATIVES

“Wearable narrative” is a audio wearable platform for storytell-
ing. It is a cape that has embedded in its hood flexible speakers. 
It also has 4 buttons that act as a trigger for diferent sound files. 
Each button triggers a different part of a story that can be heard 
inside the hood. Combinations of closed and opened buttons are 
possible. This piece allows the wearer to explore a story in a non 
linear way and opens up new possibilities for story telling.

http://www.onascimento.com/



C H R I S T I N A  K U B I S C H

TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND

Oasis 2000:  Music for  a Concrete Jungle’ 

The artist worked with site-specific aspects by juxtaposing the 
South London cityscape with recordings of animal and nature 
sounds.
ref: http://www.mindatplay.co.uk/oase.html

The piece was installed on the balcony of London’s Hayward 
gallery, overlooking the urban landscape of South London. The 
piece was part of Sonic Boom exhibition, Hayward Gallery 2000.

“The sculp-
ture cour t  was 

spanned by a three-
dimensional  web of  green 

and yel low wires that  induced 
sounds – water,  b irdsong,  rainfor-
est  noises – in the cordless head-
phones we were obl iged to wear. 

Wandering within the v ir tual  sonic 
environment conjured whi le gaz-

ing at  London’s much-changed 
skyl ine on an unusual ly  c lear 

spr ing day induced pleas-
ure,  wel lbeing and 

smiles.”



S T U D I O  P S K

TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND

POLYPHONIC PLAYGROUND 

This installation encourages adults to re-discover the experience 
of play. Taking the archetypal elements of a playground – swings, 
slides, climbing frame – and combining them with electrical and 
sound engineering, a landscape of playground archetypes are 
transformed into musical instruments when used.

With support from beatboxing star Reeps One and Fashion 
Space Gallery, they built a timber framework to create play-
ground pieces at adult scale. Combining these with custom elec-
tronics, printed textile and BARE conductive paint, each object 
gains an added level of digital interactivity.



Z E I T G U I S E D

TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND

CAPTIVATING TEXTILES METAMORPHOSES

An exploration of handcrafted algorthmic textiles and surfaces.
This is a still from the video Geist XYZ and can be viewed in full 
here: http://www.zeitguised.com/geistxyz#geistxyz01



H E L I O  O L T I C I C A

TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND

Speci f ical ly  h is  PARANGOLES and the piece cal led 
Tropicál ia

Tropicália features the ‘penetrables’ PN 2 and PN 3, which were de-
signed for people to enter, transforming the visitor from a passive 
spectator into an active participant. The subtitle of PN 2, ‘Purity is a 
myth’, refers to Oiticica’s interest in the formalist modernism of artists 
such as Mondrian, who sought an understanding of reality through 
pure colour and geometric forms. Oiticica adopted these concerns to 
produce his own unique vision, merging art and lived experience in 
Tropicália through references to favela architecture to the inclusion of 
live parrots.

http://universes-in-universe.org/eng/magazine/articles/2013/helio_
oiticica/photos/05



C I L D O  M E I R E L E S

TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND

CILDO MEIRELES,  TATE MODERN

This brazillian artist is known for his installations of sensory materials.

His show at Tate Modern in 2008 was a sensory extravangaza. The last 
exhibit in the piece was the one that stuck with me the most...
Walking into a dark room covered in about three inches of talcum 
powder with bare feet where the only light source was a tiny candle 
flickering was a powerful moment. The fact that only three poeple were 
allowed in at a time, added to the intimacy of this expereince. Silence. 
No-one really spoke, we all just walked slowly through the talc towards 
the light enjoying the soft talc on our feet and slight crunching sound 
as we trod carefully through the room.

Cildo 
Meireles is  a Bra-

z i l ian conceptual  ar t -
is t ,  instal lat ion ar t is t 

and sculptor.  He is  noted 
especial ly  for  his  instal -
lat ions,  many of  which 
express resistance to 
pol i t ical  oppression in 

Brazi l



JANE HUTTON & ADRIAN BLACKWELL

TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND

DYMAXION SLEEP

Installations by Jane Hutton and Adrian Blackwell for the International 
Garden Festival at Jardins de Métis/Reford Gardens.  Inspired by both 
the geometries and the wacky sleep regimen of Buckminster Fuller, 
they installed triangular circus nets in frames over plantings of aromat-
ic, relaxing plants like lemon geraniums, lavenders, peppermints and 
catmints.  (how brilliant would it be to include plants!!!)



JAIR STRASSCHNOW & GITTE NYGAARD

TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND

STREET HAMMOCKS, COPENHAGEN

The hammocks, made from old fire hoses, also double as playground 
swings.  http://www.straschnow.com/

“Play is  con-
nected with no mater ial 

interest ,  and no prof i t  can 
be gained from it .  However,  Play 

is  most  commonly associated with 
chi ldren and their  juveni le - level  act iv i -

t ies,  and al l  p laying faci l i t ies designed for 
publ ic  space are scaled-down to kid’s  s ize. 

Looking fur ther  into publ ic  areas,  the (adult ) 
faci l i t ies on of fer  sum up to seat ing,  normal -
ly  benches,  where comfor t  is  def ini tely  not  a 

pr ior i ty.  Consider ing how essent ial  Play is 
to our  wel l  being,  and how predictable our 

publ ic  space is ,  OFF GND (of f  ground) 
is  about up-scal ing playing elements 
combined with seat ing alternat ives 

– hanging,  f loat ing,  swinging, 
laying – one s ize f i ts 

al l .”



SWING TIME,  BOSTON

Oversized swings were temporarily installed in a park in 
Boston, equipped with LED’s. Above the swings hangs 
a row of south-facing solar panels, which absorb energy 
during the day to power the lights at night (7:30 p.m. to 
10:30 p.m.). 

ERIC HOWELER & MEEJIN YOON

TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND

“the 
swings are 

equipped with LED 
l ight ing which s ig -
nals  their  act iv i ty 

level—the higher one 
soars,  the bluer  the 

swings become”



P R O P O S E D  L O C A T I O N  :  C O N S E R V A T O R Y  S P A C E

The textural playground is a framework to kick out from. The textural playground is an immersive interactive environment for both service users and 
staff. A large skeletal structure will be furnished with tactile and engaging materials, we will use digital technology, sound and texture to develop a 
space that reacts to its inhabitants. Surfaces will make sounds when touched, sounds will conjure textures - the framework of the playground, reminis-
cent of a climbing frame or the timber frame of a house not built, will house a series of connectors, on which materials can be added, built up, taken 
away - sounds weave into the installation as does light. The entire space will be painted white, to be made as neutral as possible. The windows will be 
equipped with black out blinds, so the space can function as both a bright and dark space.

We propose to develop this project in collaboration with Ricardo O’Nascimento at Popkalab - a design research studio, specialising in electronic tex-
tiles and reactive garments (see www.popkalab.com)

This is the kind of thing above - a framework, hard edged to rest things on, to kick out from.

The idea behind the textural playground is to give the people we work with agency within the space - to offer them an environment to dive into.  It is 
typical in our sensory sessions, if we want something to move, or make a sound, we are instrumental in this - but within the textural playground, the 
service users are free to interact with what is around them - they cause the effect! The textural playground is always open, it will never be locked, it will 
be accessible to anyone that wants to use it and requires no specialised instructions or induction.

TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND



TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND

“ IMAGINE 
10 OF THESE JEL-

LY FISH STRUCTURES 
HANGING AROUND A 

SPACE,  EACH ONE WOULD BE 
A DIFFERENT MATERIAL PRO-

DUCING A DIFFERENT SOUND. 
LIGHTS WOULD HANG INSIDE, 
THE TRANSPARENCY OF THE 

OBJECT WOULD ALLOW 
FOR PROJECTION AND 

PLAY.  ”



Proposed 
mater ials  include: 

Powder Coated Steel 
Frames,  Conduct ive Paint , 

Coloured Perspex,  React ive 
Text i les,  Digi tal  Sensors/Am-

pl i f iers ,  Microphones,  
Talcumn Powder,  Nett ing, 

LEDs,  Organza,  Mirrorbal ls , 
Handmade Musical  

Instruments. . .

CHERRY 
ROAD CON-
SERVATORY 
SPACE >>>

TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND



TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND

THE TEXTURAL PLAYGROUND WILL BE:

> OPEN TO ALL - a truly free space in which to EXPERIMENT and PLAY <

> A space to move through and explore - to go on a JOURNEY <

> NEVER STATIC - a changeable, interactive responsive environment <

> A giant analogue i-Pad app! Where touch is connected to both light & sound <





ORDER |  ANIMATE | CREATE

O R D E R  |  A N I M A T E  |  C R E A T E

We would like to house a small drop box on the reception desk at the centre. The purpose of which, would be a box for staff/service us-
ers/visitors to Cherry Road to post requests for short animations. The majority of what we use to project in the workshop is from apps and 
existing footage - we have lost count of the times we have wished for something particular - a wall of blinking eyes, a Take That rendition 
of pray performed by cats, your face superimposed on mount rushmore singing I should be so lucky for example. They could be useful for 
workshops and staff working with particular individuals - custom made request cards will be available at reception for anyone to put in a 
request to our own Cherry Road animators. They are also a great way for folk to see their ideas come to life - its that simple;

YOU THINK IT

YOU ORDER IT

YOU GET IT!!(get it?)

We will have a monitor in reception showing the latest animations - like the TV on our artlink door - a showreel to share what is being  
created.



TARA WOOD

ORDER |  ANIMATE | CREATE

STORY TELLER,  FILMMAKER, ILLUSTRA-
TOR, ANIMATOR & DESIGNER

“I am searching for highly imaginative and creative solu-
tions for problems may it be a product, print, concept or 
film etc.”

http://taramercedeswood.tumblr.com/
http://www.taramercedeswood.com/



KRISTIAN ANDREWS

ORDER |  ANIMATE | CREATE

LET’S MAKE SOME GREAT ART,  2013

A promotional piece made for Marion Deuchars’ beauti-
ful art activity book ‘Lets Make Some Great Art’. Marion 
had 100s of amazing drawings made during her work-
shops I was lucky enough to get my hands on them and 
turn them into this little film.

Commissioned by Marion Deuchars
Director: Kristian Andrews
Artwork: Thornhill Primary School
Music: Hans-Joachim Roedelius
Production: Studio aka



HAZEL DUNN
in  col laborat ion with Novak -  for  E lectr ic  Glen

ORDER |  ANIMATE | CREATE

PRINT WORKS

Multiple projections make up a walkway for an anima-
tion of flourishing foliage to unfurl beneath your feet - 
the surrounding environment was in complete darkenss, 
so as to emphasise and heigthen the feeling of being 
immersed in a pictorial landscape.



JOSEPH 
OFTEN LIKES TO 

WORK ON THE FLOOR  
WITH OBJECTS/LIGHTS/
TEXTURES VERY CLOSE 

TO HIS FACE.  HE ENJOYS 
EXPLORING A SPACE BY 

CRAWLING AROUND.. .

ORDER |  ANIMATE | CREATE

PROJEC-
TIONS THAT 

ADAPT TO PEOPLE’S 
NEEDS ARE ESSENTIAL. 

JOSEPH NEEDS LOW, 
HORIZONTAL PROJEC-
TIONS BECAUSE THE 
FLOOR SEEMS TO BE 

HIS FAVOURITE 
PLACE.



ORDER |  ANIMATE | CREATE

NATALIE 
LOVES BEING IM-

MERSED IN PROJEC-
TIONS,  SHE LOVES TO 
LIE BACK IN A BEAN 

BAG WITH A SOUND AND 
LIGHT SHOW GOING ON 

ALL AROUND HER AT 
360 DEGREES

LET’S  
ORDER NATALIE 

A BRIDGET RILEY 
DANCING OCTOPUS 

THAT MOVES AROUND 
THE ROOM COVERING 

THE WALLS AND 
US!



ORDER |  ANIMATE | CREATE

ALISTAIR 
LOVES EYES! ! ! 

LETS MAKE HIM 
AN INTERACTIVE ANI -
MATION WHERE EYES 

COME OUT OF HIS FIN-
GER TIP WHEN HE 

TOUCHES THE 
IPAD!



ANDREA DE LA CONCHA

ORDER |  ANIMATE | CREATE

DANCING MAN gi f  /  ME2 v ideo

Examples of gifs designed by Andrea that we have  
experiemented with projecting in the workshops



ORDER | ANIMATE | CREATE WILL BE :

> a serv ice.  Open to ever yone in the centre -  a l l  ideas are welcome <

> a chance for  staf f  and serv ice users to see their  ideas come to l i fe ,  
real  v isual  informat ion to be used and shared <

> a useful  addit ion to workshop sessions and one to one care <

> a celebrat ion of  the people and ideas at  Cherr y  Road <

ORDER |  ANIMATE | CREATE



ORDER |  ANIMATE | CREATE





T H E  H E R E  A N D  N O W  S T U D I O

The Here and Now Studio is a design studio workshop to be housed for one month minimum in a room within Cherry Road. A fully  
functioning textile workshop, where staff and service users can put in requests for custom made items for the centre - these can range 
from costumes to customised wheel chairs. Items can be designed in collaboration with the design team, and will be produced in-house. 
The idea behind this, is that in our experience, ideas can be left floating from week to week - things that come up in a session can be  
forgotten by the following week - the Here and Now studio will allow for ideas to be pushed through rather than left hanging - there will be 
an immediacy to the work produced, momentum given to ideas, as garments can be created in the moment they are needed! No delay! 

The workshop will have a stock of materials, fabric, trimmings, dye etc. There will be a seamstress, a pattern cutter, a designer - a team of 
people working to make interactive apparel for Cherry Road service users and staff.

The studio will allow an insight into the design process, staff will play a vital role in being creative for and with the people they work with.

It is a site specific project - the design team will be on site 5 days a week - they can make around and with people. The energy around this 
will be contagious and outputs will be VISIBLE!

THE HERE AND NOW STUDIO



THE HERE AND NOW STUDIO

Z E I T G U I S E D

VOID SEASON

“Void Season” is a simulated fashion project.

Part dreamlike theatre, part lateral cargo cult hustle, a quick 
succession of bold garment designs acts as an ersatz runway 
show. In a minimal set of solid backdrops, radiant colors and 
oblique choreography second the exquisite design of costumes 
that have been entirely artificially generated.

A wealth of custom procedural surface detail emphasizes the 
uncanny rift between the realistic presence of the guises and the 
abstract vacancy of the digitized human movements.



A S S E M B L E

ABOUT
“Assemble are a collective based in London who work across the 
fields of art, architecture and design. They began working togeth-
er in 2010 and are comprised of 18 members. Assemble’s work-
ing practice seeks to address the typical disconnection between 
the public and the process by which places are made. Assemble 
champion a working practice that is interdependent and collabo-
rative, seeking to actively involve the public as both participant 
and collaborator in the on-going realization of the work.”

http://assemblestudio.co.uk/ 

YARDHOUSE
Yardhouse is an affordable workspace building in Sugarhouse 
Yard in Stratford and a pilot for the provision of creative work-
space.
The building provides a sociable and collaborative work environ-
ment. It is simply arranged, as a two-storey, three-bay structure. 
The two outer bays are used as individual studio spaces, and 
open onto a generous double-height communal area. Studios are 
provided without partitions, but tenants are free to adapt their 
space to suit their practice, combining adjacent units or enclos-
ing their space for greater privacy.

THE HERE AND NOW STUDIO



T H E  F A B R I C  W O R K S H O P  &  M U S E U M

ABOUT
“The Fabric Workshop and Museum was founded in 1977 with a 
visionary purpose: to stimulate experimentation among leading 
contemporary artists and to share the process of creating works 
of art with the public. Providing studio facilities, equipment, and 
expert technicians, FWM originally invited artists to experiment 
with fabric, and later with a wide range of innovative materials 
and media. From the outset, FWM also served as an education 
center for Philadelphia’s youth who, as printing apprentices, 
learned technical and vocational skills along with approaches to 
creative expression.”

http://www.fabricworkshopandmuseum.org/About/Default.aspx

THE HERE AND NOW STUDIO



I C E L A N D I C  T E X T I L E  C E N T R E

ABOUT
“Textílsetur aims to promote or develop Icelandic and  
international textiles and to encourage research as well as 
education in the field of textile art and design. The Textíl-
setur Residency provides visiting students, scholars, and 
artists with working spaces to conduct their artistic  
practice, research, and study-trips within textiles”.

http://textilsetur.com/residency/

THE HERE AND NOW STUDIO



T H E  B A U H A U S

BALLET COSTUMES 

THE HERE AND NOW STUDIO



N I C O L A  L  A R T W O R K 

COLLECTIVE SKINS

Red Coat 1969 was designed for a concert of Brazilian  
musicians Gilberto Gil and Caetano Veloso, which took place at 
the Isle of Wight Festival in 1970. Created for various improvised 
performances in public spaces, the Red Coat is exemplary of 
Nicola L’s experimentation with the manner in which the body 
interacts with the artwork and the self is exposed to the other. 
Designed to be embodied, the Red Coat invites the desire to 
share a collective skin. 

THE HERE AND NOW STUDIO



THE HERE & NOW STUDIO WILL BE :

> making v is ib le a working studio environment,  where staf f  and  
serv ice users can ei ther  propose designs or  get  involved in  

making them <

> a place to learn pract ical  ski l ls  for  future making <

> a place to col laborate,  exper iment and share ideas <

THE HERE AND NOW STUDIO



IDEAS THAT BEND


